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The pink pond in southern Argentina is one of several used by local industries for releasing chemicals or treated water.
Bright pink lagoon has environmentalists in Argentina seeing red
Two lakes in a far-flung coastal region of Patagonia, in Argentina, have turned fluorescent pink, as of yet unexplained phenomena that local environmentalists fear could be harmful and caused by ...
Argentina lakes turn pink but the outlook not rosy, environmentalists say
Authorities in San Luis, Argentina, are searching for two muggers, including one seen laughing in a video after they shot and robbed the female owner of Coca-Cola distribution center on Monday.
Mugger laughs in video after shooting and mugging Coca-Cola distribution center owner in Argentina
Former senator and vice-presidential candidate, who today serves as the nation’s auditor general, discusses Republican Peronism, the upcoming elections and “political discipline is essential.” ...
Miguel Ángel Pichetto: ‘Argentina’s true debate is between capitalism and ideologies glorifying poverty’
The lakes, located near an industrial park on the outskirts of the Argentine city of Trelew, sprawl across a dusty, desert-like plain and are largely undeveloped. Officials with the municipality of ...
Argentina lagoon turns bright pink due to pollution
Argentina goalkeeper Juan Vivaldi hopes his team mates will join him in getting an Olympic tattoo if the reigning champions come out on top of the ...
Olympics-Hockey-Argentina goalie Vivaldi looking to add another gold and tattoo to his collection
Argentina goalkeeper Juan Vivaldi hopes his team mates will join him in getting an Olympic tattoo if the reigning champions come out on top of the men's hockey tournament at the Tokyo Games.
Hockey-Argentina goalie Vivaldi looking to add another gold and tattoo to his collection
Ricky Rubio scored 26 points and Spain remained unbeaten in the Olympics by beating Argentina 81-71 on Thursday in a rematch of the Basketball World Cup.
Spain beats Argentina, ties Doncic's Slovenia atop Group C
More than 300 people in Buenos Aires City, Córdoba Province forced into isolation after at least 19 people test positive for Delta strain. President goes into preventative isolation after returning ...
Delta fears grip Argentina, prompting authorities into action
Argentina field hockey goalkeeper Juan Vivaldi hopes his teammates will join him in getting an Olympic tattoo if the reigning champions come out on top of the men's tournament at the Tokyo Games.
Argentina goalie Vivaldi looking to add another gold and tattoo to his collection
WATCH the moment a house falls into the water off the coast of Argentina on Wednesday (7/28). The owners were not home when this incident occurred, according to Reuters.
WEB EXTRA: House Crumbles Into Waters Off Argentina Coast
Local activist Pablo Lada, a member of Argentina’s National Ecological Network (RENACE), told Reuters in an interview that the pink color could potentially be the result of a dye typically ...
Environmentalists alarmed as 2 lakes in Argentina turn pink
A study conducted in Argentina did not reveal any serious side effects when combining the first component of the Russian coronavirus vaccine Sputnik V with drugs from AstraZeneca and Sinopharm, the ...
Study in Argentina shows safety of combining Sputnik V with other vaccines
TOKYO: Reigning Olympic champions Argentina reached the quarter-finals of the Tokyo 2020 men’s hockey tournament ...
Argentina, Spain march into hockey quarters
Argentina on Friday reported 13,483 new COVID-19 infections and 474 more deaths in the last 24 hours, bringing the cumulative total to 4,919,408 cases and 105,586 deaths. According to the ministry of ...
Argentina sees 13,483 new COVID-19 cases, 474 deaths in one day
While the COVID-19 pandemic and 2020’s oil price collapse hit Argentina’s hydrocarbon sector hard, leading to some analysts to claim that it may never fully recover, there is evidence of a healthy ...
Argentina’s Oil Industry Is Finally Bouncing Back
Dr. José Lino Salvador Barañao, Argentina's Minister of Science, Technology and Productive Innovation (left) and Prof. Iain Mattaj, EMBL Director General, sign Argentina up as EMBL associate member ...
EMBL's New Associate Member State: Argentina (IMAGE)
Argentina Wednesday reported 15883 new COVID-19 cases and 471 more deaths in the past day raising its accumulated caseload t ...
Argentina racks up almost 4.9 mln COVID-19 cases
The confirmation of the ratings at CCC/CCC (high) reflects DBRS Morningstar’s view that, despite favorable external conditions and a recovering domestic ...
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